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a bit of recollectionsa bit of recollections

cosmological perturbation

theory (CPT)

collaboration with

H Kodama

gravitational waves

(GW)

collaboration with

T Futamase through

TAMA300

+ gravitational lensing
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a bit of recollectionsa bit of recollections

cosmological perturbation

theory (CPT)

gravitational waves

(GW)

• during 80’s, GWs were regarded as more realistic,

of firm GR foundation.  

• during 90’s, CPT became realistic, thanks to

COBE/DMR measured anisotropy.  

• during 00’s, both became realistic. But...  

so WE WE (at least(at least II)) need fairy tales...

fairy tales are necessary for healthy growth of childrenchildren
(H Sato at a theory group workshop, , in ’90s)

(chukan-happyo-kai)
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Gravity TodayGravity Today

�� No deviation fromNo deviation from General RelativityGeneral Relativity

•• solar system tests solar system tests –– PPN parametersPPN parameters
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|γ|γ−−1|<1|<2.32.3xx1010--55 : Shapiro time delay (: Shapiro time delay (BertottiBertotti et al. et al. ‘‘03)03)

|4β|4β−−γγ−−3|<3|<4.44.4xx1010--44 : Strong EP (: Strong EP (BaesslerBaessler et al. et al. ‘‘99) 99) 

•• constancy of gravitational constantconstancy of gravitational constant

||dlogG/dtdlogG/dt||<<1010--1212 yryr--11: Lunar laser ranging (Williams et al : Lunar laser ranging (Williams et al ‘‘04)04)

cf. Willcf. Will’’s living review s living review ‘‘0606
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•• binary pulsar binary pulsar –– GW emission rateGW emission rate

B1913+16 1.0013±0.0021
GR

P

P
=

ɺ

ɺ

HulseHulse--Taylor binary (B1913+16)Taylor binary (B1913+16)

-- orbital change due to GW emissionorbital change due to GW emission

-- periastronperiastron time shifttime shift

perfect match withperfect match with

GR predictionsGR predictions

gravitational wave astronomygravitational wave astronomy will further test GRwill further test GR
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Cosmology TodayCosmology Today
�� Big BangBig Bang theory has been firmly establishedtheory has been firmly established

CMB spectrum

at T=2.725K

wavelength [mm]

frequency [GHz]

200 sigma

error-bars

COBE/FIRAS

another strong evidence foranother strong evidence for GRGR
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• highly Gaussian fluctuations

• almost scale-invariant spectrum

WMAP 7yr

Strong evidence for Strong evidence for InflationInflation
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only to be confirmedonly to be confirmed (by tensor modes?)(by tensor modes?)
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Fundamental(?) IssuesFundamental(?) Issues

•• Dark MatterDark Matter

Is it really `matterIs it really `matter’’??

Perhaps yes, because it Perhaps yes, because it gravitates.gravitates.

fermion? boson? primordial BH?fermion? boson? primordial BH?

something else?something else?

Is there a way toIs there a way to generically distinguish them?generically distinguish them?
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-- apparent apparent accelerated expansion of the universeaccelerated expansion of the universe

•• Dark EnergyDark Energy

Is the expansion really accelerating?Is the expansion really accelerating?

e.g. inhomogeneous universe modelse.g. inhomogeneous universe models

How can weHow can we confirm acceleration?confirm acceleration?

-- modified gravitymodified gravity vsvs unknown matter fieldunknown matter field

w<w<--11 implies modified implies modified gravity,etcgravity,etc......

How to distinguish?How to distinguish?

large scale structure formation large scale structure formation 

any otherany other effective discriminators?effective discriminators?

Can we falsify GR?
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comments on modified gravitycomments on modified gravity

IR modification UV modification

long distance short distance

GR

? ?

• time is important in spacetime!

• any smooth function f(x) contains infinitely

large Fourier modes...

• amplitude of Riemann? in which frame?
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•• InflationInflation

-- How did inflation begin?How did inflation begin?

-- What is What is ‘‘inflatoninflaton’’??

what guarantees homogeneity and isotropy?what guarantees homogeneity and isotropy?

quantum cosmology/gravity?quantum cosmology/gravity?

eternal inflation, anthropic principle,eternal inflation, anthropic principle,

probability measure,...probability measure,...

new guiding principle / working hypothesis?new guiding principle / working hypothesis?

what determines the end of inflation?what determines the end of inflation?

flatness / open inflation?flatness / open inflation?

nonnon--Gaussianity? tensorGaussianity? tensor--scalar ratio?scalar ratio?
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WhatWhat’’s next?s next?

Which direction?Which direction?
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With a bit ofWith a bit of ((gaga denden--in sui)in sui)

which means which means ‘‘self advocacyself advocacy’’, more or less..., more or less...

String Theory Landscape!String Theory Landscape!

Isn’t there a landscape in LQG?

(a question to Abhay)
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String theory landscapeString theory landscape

� There are ~ 10500 vacua in string theory

• vacuum energy ρv may be positive or negative

• some of them have ρv <<ΜP
4

• typical energy scale ~ ΜP
4
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Bousso & Pochinski (’00), Susskind, Douglas, KKLT (’03), ...
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testing string theory landscapetesting string theory landscape

in cosmology?in cosmology?
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Cosmic LandscapeCosmic Landscape
various vacua realized in the early universe

distribution determined by various factors

probability measure, density of states,

quantum equilibrium, ... 

quantum transitions between various vacua

credit: unknown, taken from a Chinese website.
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Creation of open universeCreation of open universe

bubble wall

open universe

dS vacuum

de Sitter (dS) vacuum: O(4,1)

Euclidean bubble: O(4)

nucleated bubble: O(3,1)   

=open universe
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� two possibilities

1. inflation after tunneling was short enough (N~60)

2 3

01 10 ~10− −−Ω =

−Ω01 1≪

2. inflation after tunneling was long enough (N>>60) 

signatures from bubble collisions

“open universe”

“flat universe”

signatures in large angle CMB anisotropies

Yamauchi, Linde, Naruko, Tanaka & MS (2011)

Sugimura, Yamauchi & MS (2012)

Our Universe was born out of quantum tunneling!Our Universe was born out of quantum tunneling!

Sugimura’s talk:

parallel session

on Monday
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last scattering surface

reheating surface

colliding bubble

we are here

trace of bubble collisionstrace of bubble collisions

creation of our creation of our ‘‘bubblebubble’’ universeuniverse
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� simple model

• no (spherically symmetric) bubble seen in the CMB map

negligible effect on curvature perturbation

(~Newton potential) at leading order

bubbles may be seen as “localized” non-Gaussianity

2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ...Gauss NL Gaussx x f x xΦ =Φ + Φ +

space-dependent
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NonNon--Gaussian bubbles in the CMB SkyGaussian bubbles in the CMB Sky

detection of a spherically symmetric “localized” non-Gaussianity

will be the first observational signature of string theory!
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Sugimura, Yamauchi & MS (2012)
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Summary without summary...Summary without summary...

precision cosmologyprecision cosmology

gravitational wave astronomygravitational wave astronomy

We are entering an era ofWe are entering an era of

perturbative, non-perturbative, numerical, observational...

develop develop ‘‘realisticrealistic’’ GR cosmologyGR cosmology

any tiny deviation from GR would be revolutionary

continued to T continued to T FutamaseFutamase’’ss talktalk


